What’s included this month:





Winter whitening
winner
Meet the team
Sedation in surgery
Saturday opening
hours

Patient feedback
“A Friendly efficient service

Winter whitening winner
Mrs. Bentley was our whitening winner
back in December and we are looking
forward to starting the treatment later
this month. The competition was to win
whitening for 1 person plus half price for
a friend. We are so pleased with the
response we got for the competition,
thank you all that entered. Make sure to
look out for more competitions
throughout the year!

Staff Christmas party
The team a had chance to let their hair down at the Christmas party. Nothing puts a
smile on our faces more than relaxing and having a good time with an amazing
team. We are looking forward to having another great year with the team and our
patient’s.

from reception to dentist.
Calm environment with good
advice on what I could have
done to affect the results I
require. No pushy sales pitch.
Would definitely recommend”
John Pickles

Can you really relax in the dental chair?
We understand that many
people are nervous about
visiting the dentist. Many
people have had unpleasant
experiences in the past, such
as visiting the school dentist.
We want to make those
negative experiences a thing
of the past, and put you
entirely at ease.

Sabrina is our sedation dentist. Her
approachable personality means
that she caters for the most nervous
patients, empathizing with the fact
that many patients have a lifelong
phobia of dentists.
Sedation in dentistry uses
medication to help patients relax
during dental procedures.
The type of sedation used within
the practice is known as conscious
IV sedation. You receive the
sedative drug through a vein, so it
goes to work more quickly. This
method allows the dentist to
continually adjust the level of
sedation.

What are the benefits?
 It reduces anxiety
and stress
associated with
dental treatment
 You will remember
little, or nothing
about the
procedure
 It enables the
clinician to
undertake the
procedure with
greater ease and
safety
 Intravenous sedation
avoids the use of a
general anesthetic,
and the risks
associated with it.

Who Can Have Sedation at the Dentist's?
Sedation is most appropriate for people with
a real fear or anxiety that is preventing them
from going to the dentist.

Principle Dentist
GDC Number 83928 - BDS Sheffield 2004,
Member of the Society for the Advancement of
Anesthesia in Dentistry (SAAD)

Sedation in dentistry may also be
appropriate for people who:
•Have a low pain threshold
•Can't sit still in the dentist's chair for long
periods of time
•Have very sensitive teeth
•Have a gag reflex
•Need a large amount of dental work
completed
If you are one of our many nervous patients,
sedation could be an option for you. You
would still be awake during the dental
treatment, but in a deep state of relaxation.
Often patients don’t remember having the
work done
If you have any questions, please speak to
your dentist, or simply call our lovely
reception team who will be happy to book
you in for a consultation (£35).
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Feedback?
Would you like to give feedback
on your experience at the
practice? We accept feedback
with open arms. It is really good
within the practice to help us
understand and meet your
needs, feelings and desires. We
always aim to make it the most
pleasant experience you can
have and take away the dental
blues. Reviews can be left if you
have a Gmail account online, via
Facebook, or hand written to the
practice.

Facebook:
www.facebook,com/HewettBrigh
ouse
Website:

Meet the team
Meet Annie- trainee dental nurse

Patient feedback
“2 months ago-Cap had come loose
from previous dental work carried
out elsewhere. Seen same day,
excellent friendly service form first
call to leaving the surgery.
“I have been at the practice for 2 years
and 3 months now and it’s a great place
to work. I am currently working towards
my diploma in dental nursing. The part I
love most about my role as a dental
nurse is the end of treatment results and
people seeing a new smile for the first
time. It’s a great feeling when you know
you have assisted the dentist in doing
this. In my spare time I like spending time
with my family and enjoy long walks.”

The Dentist was great, he explained
the options well and asked good
descriptive questions for making sure
the pasting of the cap was level. Will
use again.”
JH- Local Guide · 18 reviews

www.adhewett.co.uk

Saturday openings:
19/01/2019 9:30-13:30
02/02/2019 09:30-13:30
16/02/2019 09:30-13:30
02/03/2019 09:30-13:30
16/03/2019- 09:30-13:30

New technology and
treatments
Next month’s newsletter will include some
great information that you won’t want to
miss out on! We will be introducing
exciting new technology to the practice,
and one of our principal dentists will be
offering a new treatment which will help
you turn back the clock...

Proud finalists for best team, best practice,
and best patient care in the dentistry
awards 2018

Hewett’s Dental
46-48 Bradford Road
Brighouse
HD6 1RY
Contact: 01484 714717
Facebook- www.facebook,com/HewettBrighouse
Instagram- @adhewettdentist
Website- www.adhewett.co.uk
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